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Abstract—Based on several core factors of the wireless 
sensor network security model,a novel group-based key 
management scheme which contains a pre-shared key pool 
in order to confirm the network security is proposed. A new 
architecture of pre-distribution shared key pool filled with 
time-based hash functions is introduced in this scheme. A 
time-parameter to the key negotiation and the node’s 
updating process is added by the time-based hash functions. 
By updating the key with time and detection mechanisms, 
this shceme produces much better nodes for both forward 
scecurity and backward security.For the captured problem 
of the local node,a security event-based rekeying mechanism 
is designed  in this paper. The new one-way hash key chain 
which is from the density key pool performs robustly in 
meeting the needs of key generation and update security. 
The theoretical analysis and simulation are done. The result 
justifies that the node connectivity, the node storage 
consumption and the anti-trapping capabilities are 
improved significantly. 
 
Index Terms—Shared key pool; Time variable; Random 
pre-distribution; 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) which is a multi-hop 
ad hoc network is different from the traditional network. 
It means the WSN security schemes including the 
algorithms and the models are also different. In order to 
build up a secure WSN, these schemes should be 
addressed well and the efficient key management scheme 
is part of them, whose design is the core to fulfill the 
increasing demands of practical applications of WSN 
[1][2]. 

Due to the differences of key distribution method, 
there’re 2 wireless sensor key management schemes. One 
is random key pre-distribution schemes (RKPS) and the 
other is determined key pre-distribution schemes (DKPS). 
In the traditional random key pre-distribution scheme, all 

                                                           
 

nodes have to select their pre-shared keys from the key 
pool before deployment. In determined key pre-
distribution schemes, any two nodes get key ring in 
certain ways. 

Eschenauer and Gligor [10] initially proposed the basic 
random key pre-distribution management scheme which 
widely impacted other researchers’ further study. In the 
random key pre-distribution scheme, it is easy to 
distribute keys and there’s no restriction on the 
deployment of nodes. But the keys are calculated by 
determined probability in the determined key pre-
distribution scheme. Because the key generation method 
is highly targeted, nodes require less storage space to 
create directly communicate keys. Unfortunately this 
solution involves huge computing and communication 
consumption in the key negotiation process, and is 
inflexible in applications. 

Numerous studies have shown [11][12] that the 
random key pre-distribution scheme is the most suitable 
for wireless sensor networks, but it also has shortcomings, 
such as key distribution with blindness and the nodes may 
store some useless keys which waste storage space. When 
the deployed nodes are out of battery or are removed 
from the legitimate node queue, the new nodes are 
selected from the same key pool [3][9]. This 
configuration brings the following new problems: Firstly, 
when captured nodes leak their pre-distribution key and 
these keys are still in the key pool, the new deployed 
nodes may select the leaked key into their key groups, 
which may be cracked by hackers. Secondly, if the leaked 
keys are still in the key pool, new nodes may select them 
as their keys. This may let the adversary take the 
advantage of the leakage to forge new nodes [4].  

To solve those problems, a new pre-shared key pool 
design based on one-way hash key chain by using a 
group-based key management scheme is proposed in this 
paper. This scheme not only takes the rekeying security 
requirements into account, but also prevents the 
adversary from impersonating new node to make more 
security attacks when the old nodes establish 
communication keys with the new ones. 
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Figure1  The division of sub-group layers. 

II.  Our Design Of Improved Double-Groups Model 

A.  Model Assumes 
It’s assumed that sensor  nodes are sown in the target 

X × Y size area in plane. If the sowing has a center 
deployment point, most of the sensor nodes are 
distributed on the deployment area of the center point 
with a probability distribution function [7]. To simplify 
the practical problems, two-dimensional Gaussian 
distribution and uniform deployment is used by most 
literature schemes. We declare that ijG denotes the 

deployment area and 
ijGS denotes the size of the area. 

(1) The node’s uniform probability model in ijG  is: 

( , | ) 1/
ijij Gf x y k G S∈ =   

(2) The node’s two-dimensional Gaussian distribution 
model is:  

2 2 22 [( ) ( ) ]/2( , | ) 1 / 2 x X y Y
ijf x y k G e σπσ − − + −∈ = ⋅

.  
The formula represents that the location of the k-th 

sensor nodes around the deployment point following the 
Gaussian distribution, in which the average is ( , )X Y , 
and the standard deviation isσ . 

When putting nodes uniformly, the distances of the 
adjacent deployment points and the distances of the 
sowing nodes need to be considered carefully. Moreover, 
when putting nodes in the 2-dimensional Gaussian 
distribution, the distance d  of adjacent nodes and the 
standard deviation σ  of this model are very important 
parameters. In this scheme, the 2-dimensional Gaussian 
model is used.  

B.  Improved Double-Groups Model  
In order to improve the node connectivity and to 

reduce key repeat probability, the deployment area is 
divided into two grouping layers, including the sub-group 
layer and the son-group layer. Each hexagonal region is a 
son group. Each sub-group corresponds to the same size 
of sub-key pool. All son groups are classified as the Core 
Group or the Sensor Group. In Figure 1, the marked 
hexagonal areas are Core Groups, and the unmarked 

hexagonal areas are Sensor Groups. Core Groups and 
Sensor Groups share keys in a certain percentage. In 
order to restrict the longest communication distance 
among nodes, the nodes can only communicate with the 
adjacent son groups in our design, which means that the 
sub-key pools between the neighboring sub-groups share 
some keys. This design ensures the node’s connectivity 
rate. 

Each sub-group includes a Core Group and its six 
surrounding Sensor Groups. Figure 1 shows that each 
sub-group overlaps one son group with its adjacent sub-
groups. As each son group connects to a sub-key pool, 
the adjacent sub-key pools contain shared keys. It is 
designed that non-adjacent sub-key pools won’t contain 
shared keys so that each key is present in only two 
adjacent sub-groups. If some nodes are captured, it can 
quickly locate the broken keys and remove them. This 
method shrinks the captured and affected area which can  
ensure the node’s security in other sub-groups. 

One Way Hash Function (OWHF) is the basic design 
of the pre-shared key pool. Hash function is a typical 
multi-to-one function whose inputs are the variable-
length data (X for short) and a string (h for short) of fixed 
length (n for short) while h is called an input string of the 
hash value X [6]. 

One Way Hash Function can transform input message 
of arbitrary length into a fixed-length string, and the 
message is difficult to be obtained from the output string. 
The output string is called the hash value of the message. 
A good One Way Hash Function must have the following 
characteristics [5]: 

(1) Speedability : With the known X , it is easy to 
calculate ( )Hash X  . 

(2) One Way: X is difficult to calculate with the known 
( )Hash X . 

(3) Collision Resistance: Given ( )h Hash X= , it is 
hard to find another message Y to satisfy ( )h Hash Y= . 
In addition, it is also hard to find two random messages 
X  andY  to achieve ( ) ( )Hash X Hash Y= . 

(4) Avalanche effect: each bit of h is associated with 
every bit of the message X  sensitively. That any change 
of X  will have a significant impact on the result h  . 

Because of these characteristics of One Way Hash 
Function and its simple calculation, it often combines 
with key management schemes to improve the security. 

III.  OUR TIME-BASED PRE-DISTRIBUTED SHARED KEY 
POOL SCHEME 

A.  Key Pool Generation 
First, a two-dimensional model is created for the entire 

region. The horizontal direction is called the X-axis, and 
the vertical direction is called the Y-axis. Beginning with 
the origin, the horizontal coordinate of the first row of 
son groups is (1, )j  where 1,2,3...j = , and the 
coordinate of the i-th row of sub-groups is ( , )i j . 
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Figure 2.  The key sharing relationship between the adjacent sub-

groups 

 
Figure3  The key sharing relationship of the Sensor Groups and their 

sub-groups 

The pre-shared key pool is separated into sub-key 
pools and each sub-group refers to one Core Group. Here, 
the coordinate of the Core Group is used to represent the 
sub-group like ,i jMG . It is assumed that the size of the 

pre-shared key pool is | |S , the size of one sub-key pool 

is | |MS , and the overlap factor between adjacent sub-key 
pools is t  . The sharing relationship is shown in Figure 2. 

Then how to generate the son-key pools in the Sensor 
Groups is discussed here. Each son group selects its keys 
both from the son-key pool of its corresponding sub-
group and the shared keys of its two adjacent sub-key 
pools. Supposing that the size of the son-key pool 
is | |CS and the overlap factor is b , Figure 3 depicts the 
key sharing relationship between the Sensor Groups and 
their sub-groups. 

Finally, how the Core Groups get their son-key pools 
is described here. The keys of each Core Group are 
selected both from the sub-key pool of the sub-group 
which contains the Core Group and the son-key pools 
which are composed of its six adjacent Sensor Groups. It 
is assumed that the overlap factor of one Core Group and 
its one adjacent Sensor Group is a . 

Other Core Groups also follow this process to generate 
their key pools. So, it can be obtained that each Core 
Group shares at least | |Ca S  common keys with its 
adjacent Sensor Groups. 

After every sensor node in each region has been 
deployed completely, nodes establish secure 

communication key pairs through mutual negotiation 
including the subsequent node updates, the node joining, 
and the node deletion. 

B.  Time-based Shared Key Pool Design 
A new pre-shared key pool design is proposed in this 

section, which can enhance the security of the key 
management scheme to compensate for the risks resulting 
from reducing storage overhead. Supported by this new 
one-way hash key chain, key pool can not only meet the 
security requirements of key generation and key update, 
but also can prevent intruder’s security attacks efficiently. 

Here, One Way Hash Function is used to design the 
pre-shared key pool. The design of the key pool based on 
Time-based one-way hash key chain follows below steps: 

(1) Base server randomly generates | |CS  random 

digit named iX , and selects the appropriate hash function, 
like MAC or SHA. 

(2) A hash chain is generated. The recursive hash 
function equation is: 

1( ) ( ( ))  ( 1,2,3... )n n
i iHash X Hash Hash X i k−= =  

Hash (X) is one way hash function, iX is the random 
digit of fixed length, L is the total number of keys shared 
key pool, and n is the number of power of the hash 
recursive computation. 

Putting the random digit into the above formula can get 
the hash value of the sequence, such as the 
sequence 2 1( ), ( )...... ( ), ( )n n

i i i iHash X Hash X Hash X Hash X− , 
while the reverse order 
is 1 2( ), ( )...... ( ), ( )n n

i i i iHash X Hash X Hash X Hash X− . 
These constitute a reverse hash chains. And the timeline 
which is set in the reverse hash chain sequence resulting 
in pre-distribution key hash chain [8] is shown in Table 1. 

(3) The time-based key pre-distribution method: 
different time points refer to different sets power of the 
hash recursive computation, like the longitudinal 
sequence in Table 1. For example, the key period selected 
by each node in the first deployment is called the T0 time 
period, and the corresponding key pool is the 
collection

1 2{ ( ), ( )...... ( )}n n n
xHash X Hash X Hash X . During 

the first deployment period, when a new node is deployed 

TABLE I 
THE TIME-BASED KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION HASH CHAIN 
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Figure 4.  The generation process of a direct communication key

in the network or the key is compromised and 
necessitates the update of the key pool, the current pool 
of shared keys will also change following with the change 
of the time period. For instance, at the kT   time point, the 
set of updated key pool is 

1 2{ ( ), ( )...... ( )}n k n k n k
xHash X Hash X Hash X− − −

 
In this section, a key pools design of time-based one-

way hash key chain is proposed to ensure the security of 
the pre-shared key in the latest period. On one hand, the 
affected scope and diffusion time when the nodes are 
captured is reduced by the design. The keys at different 
times from different key pools can be got by the nodes so 
that the node network which has achieved a secure link 
will not be influenced by the leaked keys. On the other 
hand, even if some leaked keys in a certain period of time 
from the hash key chain are mastered by the intruder, the 
following keys of the key chain cannot be computed 
because of the one-way property of One-way Hash 
Function. In addition, the new nodes cannot be 
impersonated by the intruder. The leaked keys will 
become invalid when the next update time point comes. 

C.  Key Negotiation 
Direct Key Creation: After the key chain of the shared 

key pool is generated, each group of the sensor networks 
gets its corresponding son-key pool. Then each node 
determines its own regional grouping basing on the 
deployment information, and randomly selects m one-
way hash key chains from its own son-key pool. Finally, 
it chooses the key element at the T0 time period of the 
key chain as its key ring. Before the node is deployed, the 
message is pre-stored in each node’s memory including 
the node identifier, x randomly selected key elements and 
the key identifiers of the key elements. 

Nodes establish secure communication key pairs by 
mutual negotiation after their deployment. In the process 
of creating a direct key, the time variable is introduced to 
solve the pre-shared key leakage. 

(1) The Sensor Node i broadcasts all key identifiers in 
its key ring and the time point 0iT  at time point 0iT  to its 
surrounding neighbors in order to locate all the neighbors 
who share the common keys with itself. 

(2) The Sensor Node j  notifies its surrounding 
neighbors including the Sensor Node i , all key identifiers 

in its key ring and the time point 0jT at time point 0jT . 
When Node j receives Node i’s broadcast, it establishes 
its own pre-distributed key table of its neighbor nodes. 
Assuming Node j finds the same pre-shared 
keys 1 2, ,...,x x xkK K K , it would calculate the same pre-

shared keys and the time parameter 0| |jT with one-way 
hash function that has been selected . The formula is 

0 1 2 k( || || || )j X X XHash T K K K……
. 

(3) If Node i  found the same 
keys 1 2, ,...,x x xkK K K from Node j’s broadcast, it would 
encrypt the same pre-distributed keys and the time 
parameter 0| |jT  using the selected one-way hash 

function and send them to Node j at time point 1iT . The 
encrypted formula is 

'
0 1 2( || || || ...... )ij j x x xkK Hash T K K K=   . 

(4) Node j  compares its calculation results with those 
received from Node i  . If they are the same, a secure link 
can be established. Then Node j computes hash 
operations using the parameters 1 0| |i jT T−  and ijK . 

Here '
1 0(( ) || )ij i j ijK Hash T T K= − . 

The hash calculation result of the above equation is a 
direct key between nodes in the communication link. 
Basic communication interaction is shown in Figure 4. 

The time variable is used to generate direct keys in this 
mechanism, which makes the link keys between two 
nodes not directly use the same pre-shared keys from the 
broadcast. The improvement associates with the 
broadcast information closely and can effectively ensure 
the uniqueness of nodes’ communication keys. Although 
the node may be captured during the deployment phase, 
the real communication key with the cracked pre-
configured keys cannot be calculated by the intruder. 

Indirect Key Creation: Depending on the network 
topology, those sensor nodes which don’t share keys with 
some of their neighbor nodes cannot establish direct keys 
through broadcast of the key identifiers. In this case, the 
nodes must determine the safe paths to reach the neighbor 
nodes at first. Meanwhile, they negotiate communication 
keys via the secure paths. 

(1) The Sensor Node i  belongs to a sub-group. 
According to the topology, Node i  can find the Node j’s 
straight-line intersection along the horizontal direction of 
the sub-group inclined 60 degrees or 120 degrees. 
Because two adjacent sub-groups have some shared keys, 
the safe paths can be established theoretically through son 
groups. 

(2) By the above method the Sensor Node i  can 
connect the Sensor Node j  via the 

path 1 2 ......i v v j→ → → →  , in which any two 
consecutive sensor nodes have public keys. It is assumed 
that there are k paths which do not intersect each other. 
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(3) For example, 1 2 ......i v v j→ → → →   is one 
of the paths between Node i and Node j  . Assuming that 
the direct communication key between Node i  and Node 

1v  is 1ivK  , the direct communication key between Node 

1v and Node 2v  is 1 2v vK , and the direct communication 

key between Node nv  and Node j  is vnjK , so the path 

key of this path 1 2 ......i v v j→ → → →  

is 1 1 1 2 ......ij iv v v vnjK K K K= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ . 
(4) Then this k path keys are calculated by means of 

XOR to get final communication key from Nodes i to 
Node j . At last Node i  puts ijK  into k   

parts 1 2, ,......ij ij ijkK K K and sends them to Node j  

through this k  paths. 
(5) After receiving the k  fragments, Node j  will 

synthesize 1 2, ,......ij ij ijkK K K into the communication 

key ijK . 

D.  Key Update 
The key update can be triggered by two cases: 

Detecting captured nodes update and Time-based update. 
If the captured nodes are detected by the intrusion 
detection system of the wireless sensor network, all of the 
shared keys stored in them are unreliable. It has to clear 
those keys timely and to notify other nodes which share  
the same keys to get rid of them. Then it would arouse 
key updating operations which include the updates of the 
shared key pools, the shared keys, and the security node 
list timely. Since a key pool of time-based One Way Hash 
Function is designed in our scheme, the key updating 
mechanism will start automatically when the next time 
point comes. It would replace each key node to the next 
key of its reverse hash function chain. Thus, even if  
some discoverable keys and the hash function in a certain  
period of time from the hash chain are mastered by the 
attacker, the subsequent keys after the key update process 
cannot be derived.  Hence, the attacked nodes cannot be 
disguised and the leaked keys become invalid. 

E.  New Node Joining 
The new node joining uses the same time-based 

rekeying mechanism. According to the previous section, 
the key pool based on the node's real-time security 
detection removes the leaked pre-shared key chain timely. 
This mechanism can ensure the key pool only contains 
secure key chains and the newly added node can get the 
key ring from key chains never leaked. In addition, in 
accordance with Section 3.3, the timeline is set on 
wireless sensor network status in this mechanism. With 
the new nodes added into sensor network in different time 
periods in succession, the deployment nodes of different 
time periods will correspond to different node pools to 
ensure the security and the reliability. 

As the newly added nodes have identified its 
deployment group, a random pre-distributed key from its 

own son-key pool corresponding to its group is directly 
selected for them. In accordance with the description of 
how to establish communication keys in Section 3.4, the 
configured pre-shared key rings and the old nodes’ key 
rings pass the verification of hash function calculation. 
Moreover, this process ensures the safety of the new 
node's identity and completes the shared key security 
upgrades. 

IV.  EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

In this section, the performance of our scheme will be 
analyzed from four perspectives: the anti-trapping ability, 
the memory consumption, the communication 
consumption and the expandability. 

A.  Anti-capture Ability Analysis 
Here, supposing that there are T captured nodes, the 

anti-capture ability is based on the probability of the 
communication link leakage resulting from the T 
captured nodes in the sensor network. In our pre-
distribution key management scheme, the keys in the pre-
shared key pools are generated by one-way hash function 
and will be updated in the interval of time after the key 
negotiation. Hence, the nodes’ anti-capture ability will be 
discussed in two cases: the capture after the node 
deployment and the capture after the key negotiation.  

(1) If the sensor node is captured in the initialization 
phase, the calculation process is similar to the original 
classic regional grouping of regular hexagon. The size of 
son key pool is | |CS  , the size of the key ring is m, and 
the common communication key between two sensor 
nodes is K . Name the probability breaking keys through 
the captured nodes be keyP . So when n nodes are captured, 

the unbroken probability of the keys is (1 )
| |

n
key

C

m P
S

− . 

According to our scheme, while the adjacent nodes have 
k shared keys, all of these keys will be hashed to be the 
communication key. 

Now, the probability to break the communication key 

is: (1 (1 ) )
| |

n k
key

c

m P
S

− −  . 

For the same group, the probability that two nodes 

have k common keys is: | | | | | |
2

| |( )
C C C

C

k m k m k
S S k S m

m
S

C C C
Pk

C

− −
− −=  

From the above equation, after n nodes are captured, 
the probability of leading the other nodes to be cracked 

is:
1

(1 (1 ) )
| |

m
n k

key k
k c

mP P P
S=

= − − ×∑  

Given the size of key pool of base station is 70000, the 
regional grouping is 20*21, and the probability keyP  to 
break keys when nodes are captured is 1, the value of P 
according to the size m of the different key ring can be 
calculated. The relationship between the number of 
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Figure 5.  The node anti-capture ability according to different sizes of 

key pools 

captured nodes and the node anti-capture ability is shown 
in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 shows that with the increases of the key ring, 
the overall nodes’ anti-capture ability is becoming weaker. 
But due to the better connectivity of our scheme, the 
nodes needn’t to store too many keys, and the size of the 
key ring can be narrowed. And because the common keys 
exist only in two adjacent sub-groups, the impact can be 
reduced in two sub-groups even if nodes are captured. So 
the leaked keys can be quickly located and removed. 

(2) If the sensor nodes are captured after the 
communication key negotiation, what the nodes hold is 
those keys calculated by the hash function rather than the 
original ones in the pre-shared key pool. From the 
previous sections, we know that the advantage of one-
way hash function is fast, one-way, collision resistance 
and so on. Even if the sensor nodes are captured, the 
attacker can only get the current key information from 
trapped nodes but not any original keys. Moreover, the 
time variable is used in the direct key establishment phase, 
so the direct keys are not the original hash keys, which 
can protect other communication links which are 
established with the same direct keys even if the attackers 
get the captured nodes’ keys. 

Meanwhile, this time-based pre-shared key pool 
management can dynamically manage key information to 
confirm the network security further when the individual 
node is damaged. It also can timely exclude the trapped 
nodes’ keys out of the network to protect others. After the 
keys are updated, the current captured nodes’ keys have 
been replaced, and the leaked keys become invalid. So 
the security of network can still be maintained. 

Therefore, if the sensor nodes are captured after the 
communication key negotiation, it will affect nothing and 
the probability of other nodes to be captured is always 0. 

B.  Storage Consumption Analysis 
Storage consumption analysis is to compare the size m 

of the node key rings in the same connection probability. 
The size of the key pool of the base station is 70000 and 
the regional grouping is 20*21. According to the son-key 
pool allocation algorithm and the analysis introduced in 
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, the necessary size of the key 
ring in the same connection probability localP is shown in 
Table 2. 

The result from Table 2 shows that sensor nodes only 
need to store a few keys. Therefore the scheme can save 
the storage space significantly. 

C.  Communication Consumption Analysis 
For the communication consumption, only a collection 

of key identifiers of the key rings and the data packets of 
the node identifiers needs to be sent by a single node A in 
the key negotiation phase. After the neighbor nodes 
receive the packets, the set of key identifier from the 
packets is compared with its own set. If A’s neighbor 
nodes find the same key identifiers, their own set of key 
identifiers of the key rings and the data packets of the 
node identifiers will be sent back to A. Finally, one of 
these common elements is taken by A as the 
communication key. In this phase, the keys do not need to 
be computed. And only a small number of data packets 
are transmitted between the nodes and their neighbors. 

However, in the key negotiation phase, though the 
same keys located on the key chain, the hash function 

( )H x  computation needs to be passed. The hash 
average is / 2L   (where L  is the length of the key 
chain). The node key ring in our scheme is the same as 
those in the basic random pre-distribution key scheme, 
but a single node requires / 2L  times hash computation 
on average. When the key negotiation phase completed, 
A needs to change the original keys stored in the key 
rings, and each key K  would be calculated via hash 
function, such as ( )H K . The computational complexity 
is m. Therefore, the whole scheme has to calculate 
( / 2)m L+  times and the computational complexity 
is ( )O n while the original scheme does not have this 
calculation consumption. 

Since the time variable is involved in our scheme, the 
communication consumption still includes a 
communication process of adding time variable and a 
hash function calculation. Although the energy cost of 
nodes increases, nodes only need to store a small number 
of key rings. The computational complexity grows 
linearly with the number of the key rings. Due to fewer 
key rings in out scheme, the computational complexity is 
also reduced. Because the nodes’ communication 
consumption is mainly in the data transmission after the 
network initialization, in comparison to it, the 
initialization overhead of this scheme can be fully 

TABLE II 
THE NODE CONNECTIVITY RATE 

 Node Connectivity Rate 
The relationship of 

communication 
radius and  regional 

radius  

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

r=0.5D 9 13 17 22 

r=D 12 16 21 29 

r=2D 21 30 40 54 
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accepted. And the security of communications between 
keys is significantly enhanced by just increasing slight 
overhead in the initialization. 

D.  Expandability Analysis 
Expandability means that the key management scheme 

can adapt to different wireless sensor networks. Although 
the network expansion of original scheme is simple and 
quick with less overhead, its flaws are also obvious: (i) 
The key pool cannot remove and update the leaked keys 
from the captured nodes; (ii) New nodes select their key 
rings from the same pre-shared key pool with old nodes; 
(iii) Those threatening nodes are not updated timely, 
which may make the network unsafe. If new nodes select 
the leaked keys and then join the network, they can be 
potential danger of further attack when communicating 
with other nodes. 

Our scheme is distributed and no longer relies on base 
station after initialization is completed. Furthermore, it is 
able to adapt to different sizes of wireless sensor 
networks, and even if the network size increases, the 
storage and communication overhead of each node’s will 
not change. 

In addition, the analysis of the new node joining 
algorithm shows that although the improvement adds new 
nodes through the rekeying mechanism which needs to 
increase certain computational overhead, this pre-shared 
key pool design based on one-way hash key chain ensures 
the reliability to configure pre-shared keys and guarantees 
forward security. If deployed nodes are captured and the 
leakage information of the pre-distributed keys are not 
detected in time, the introduction of the time-based key 
update mechanism can ensure that the newly added nodes 
get their keys from the corresponding pre-shared key pool 
at a new time point. So the newly added nodes will not 
select the leaked pre-shared keys. Nodes can easily join 
the network securely at any time. Hence, our scheme 
fully supports the network expandability. 

E.  Comparison 
Different key management schemes have their own 

characteristics to adapt specific application needs. Each 
of them seeks compromise and balance among efficiency, 
security and energy consumption. The comparison of our 
scheme and others is show in the Table III. 

In terms of security, both the Scheme [10] and the 
Scheme [11] are good. However, their storage 
consumptions are large. For Scheme [3], the auxiliary 
storage consumption is reduced at the expense of the 
connectivity security risks. Kindly, The Scheme [13] 
achieves high connectivity and scalability while 
increasing the computation and communication overhead. 
In our scheme, a time variable is added to ensure the 
security which just increases the computation overhead in 
the nodes’ deployment slightly. Theory and research 
indicate that to design a perfect solution with high 
efficiency, strong security and low power consumption is 
not realistic. The proposed scheme with the double-
groups model is more dominant than the Scheme [3] in 
terms of connectivity, scalability and storage 
consumption. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

The core issues of wireless sensor network key 
management are studied in this paper. A time-based 
design of pre-distributed shared key pool is proposed, and 
the practicality, security, scalability, energy and storage 
consumption, and other communication aspects of the 
scheme are analyzed with testing demonstration. A one-
way hash function is used by the scheme to protect the 
security of the key chains. Because of the one-way 
property of one-way hash function, the latter keys of the 
key chain cannot be computed even if the adversary 
masters some leaked keys in a certain period of time from 
the hash key chain. So the scheme can prevent any 
attacker from disguising the new deployed node. All the 
other properties of one-way hash function also ensure the 
forward security of the pre-shared keys in the wireless 
sensor network.   

In addition, the scheme is based on time-based key 
chain and the key generation, key negotiation, and key 
update are added into the key pool application. These 
approaches not only effectively prevent attackers from 
masquerading new deployed nodes when communication 
keys are established, but also promptly remove the 
unreliable keys to avoid them disguising as the old nodes, 
which ensures the backward security of the wireless 
sensor network. The experimental result tells that 
although the consumption of computing and 
communication by using the key chain is increased 
slightly in this design, the security and scalability of the 
link are enhanced remarkably. 
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THE COMPARISON OF SCHEMES 
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Low key storage overhead Weak connectivity, 
communication island 
exists. 

Scheme[11
] 

 
Enhances anti-destroying 
ability to some extent 

Needs more storage space 
and anti-destroying ability 
decreases rapidly with the 
number of damaged nodes.

Scheme[3] The auxiliary storage 
consumption gets lower 
and the security grows 
higher when the size of 
key pool is larger. 

 
Ordinary nodes will not be 
able to get keys if all the 
auxiliary nodes are 
damaged. 

Scheme[13
] 

Low key storage overhead, 
high connectivity and high 
scalability 

 
High computation and 
communication 
consumption 

Our 
scheme 

Low communication 
consumption, high 
connectivity and high 
expandability 

Computation consumption 
slightly increases when the 
nodes are deployed. 
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